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The Babylonian Talmud 

CHAPTER II. 

REGULATIONS CONCERNING THE SABBATH AND 'HANUKAH LIGHT. 

MISHNA I.: What shall and what shall not be used for lighting (the Sabbath light)? The light  

shall not be made with (wicks of) cedar hast, raw flax, silk fibre, weeds growing upon the water,  

and ship-moss. 1 Nor shall pitch, wax, cotton-seed oil, oil of rejected heave-offerings, 2 fat from  

the tail of a sheep, and tallow be used. 

Nahum the Modait says melted tallow maybe used for lighting; the schoolmen, however,  

prohibit melted and raw tallow alike. 

GEMARA: Rabbin and Abayi were sitting before Rabbanah Ne'hemiah, the brother of the  

Exilarch (after the death of his brother he became Exilarch under the name Ne'hemiah the  

Second), and they saw that he was dressed in a mantle of μεταξα (raw silk). Said Rabbin to  

Abayi: "This is called in our Mishna khlakh." 3 And he answered: "In our city it is called Shira  

Peranda (ferandinis)." The same (Rabbin and Abayi) happened to be in the valley of  

Tamruritha, and they saw a kind of willow, and Rabbin said to Abayi: "This is edan mentioned  

in our Mishna"; and he rejoined: "This is only common wood; how could a wick be made of it?"  

He peeled off one of them and showed him a kind of woolly substance between the bark and the  

stem. 
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The rabbis taught: All that which was prohibited for the Sabbath lamp may be used in fires that  

are kept up for heat or even for constant light, whether (such fires are built) upon the ground or  

in the hearth; as the materials are prohibited only for use as wicks for the Sabbath lamp. 

Rabba said: The wicks which the rabbis forbade the use of in the Sabbath lamp are prohibited  

because they give a flickering light. The oily substances were prohibited because they do not  

adhere to the wick. 

Abayi questioned Rabba: Would it be permitted to mix oil with these prohibited fats and then  

use them for the Sabbath lamp? Or is even that prohibited as a precaution lest one use those fats  

without the addition of oil? Rabba answered: It is prohibited. Why so? Because they do not give  
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a right light. 

Abayi objected to him from the following: "R. Simeon b. Gamaliel said: 'In my father's house  

they wound the wick around a nut and lighted it'; hence you see that it may be lighted." Said  

Rabba: "Instead of contradicting me with the saying of R. Simeon b. Gamaliel, support my view  

with the decision of the first Tana" (of our Mishna). This would not do, as the record of an act is  

incontrovertible. Still the record of the master remains contradictory. The Mishna is not  

complete, and should read thus: "If one has wound a thing that may be used (as a wick) around a  

thing that may not be used, be is not permitted to light it. This is the case when the two  

(substances) are to serve the purpose of a wick, but if the prohibited substance is used merely to  

support the permissible (the combination) is allowed, as so said R. Simeon b. Gamaliel, 'In my  

father's house,'" etc. 

But, after all, it is not so. Did not R. Beruna teach in the name of Rabh: To melted tallow or fish  

fat one may add some oil and use it for the Sabbath lamp? These substances adhere to the wick  

in themselves. But the rabbis had prohibited melted tallow or fish fat as a precaution, lest (if the  

melted substance be allowed) one use it raw also for light. Why did they not enact the  

prohibition to use these substances with the admixture of some oil as a precaution lest they be  

used without the admixture of oil? This itself is a precautionary measure; shall we enact another  

as a safeguard to it? 

R. Huna said: The wicks and fats which the sages have prohibited for the Sabbath lamp cannot  

be used for the 'Hanukah lamp either on the Sabbath night or on week nights. Said 
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[paragraph continues] Rabba: The reason of R. Huna's theory is because he holds that if the  

('Hanukah lamp) is extinguished (by accident) it must be relighted, and also that its light may be  

used to work by. R. Hisda, however, maintains that it can be fed (with these fats) on week  

nights, but not on the Sabbath night. Because he holds that if it is extinguished, one is not in  

duty bound (to light it again), and as long as it burns it may be used to work by. 

R. Zera in the name of R. Mathna, according to others in the name of Rabh, said: The wicks and  

fats which the sages prohibited for the Sabbath lamp may be used for the 'Hanukah lamp, both  

during the week and on the Sabbath night. Said R. Jeremiah: The reason of Rabh's decision is  

because he holds that if it is extinguished he need not relight it, and its light is prohibited to be  
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used." The rabbis declared this before Abayi, in the name of R. Jeremiah, and he would not  

accept it; when Rabbin came from Palestine he declared the same before Abayi in the name of  

R. Johanan, and he accepted it and said: "Had I been worthy, I would have accepted this  

teaching before." 

It is said in the name of Rabh: "If it is extinguished, it is not needed to relight it." Is this not  

contradicted by the following: "The proper ordinance is for (the 'Hanukah light) to last from  

sunset until footsteps are no longer heard in the street"? 1 Does this not mean that if  

extinguished it must be relighted? Nay, the time appointed is only for the purpose of  

determining when the light is to be lit, or a light should be made which will last for the  

appointed time. 

"Until footsteps are no longer heard," etc. Up to what time is this? Said Rabba b. b. Hana in the  

name of R. Johanan: "Up to the time when the steps of the Tarmudites 2 are heard no more." 

The rabbis taught: The law of 'Hanukah demands that every man should light one lamp for  

himself and his household. Those who seek to fulfil it well have a lamp lit for every member of  

the household. Those who seek to fulfil the law in the best possible manner should light according to Beth  

Shamai the first night eight flames, and every following night one flame 
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less. And according to Beth Hillel the reverse--the first night one lamp, and be increased by one  

on each succeeding night. Said Rabba b. b. Hana in the name of R. Johanan: "There were two  

sages in Zidon; one did according to the decision of Shamai's school, and gave the reason that  

the 'Hanukah lamp is to be lit in the same manner as the sacrifices of the feast were offered, 1 

and the other according to the school of Hillel, with the reason that holy actions should show  

(emblemize) increase and not reduction. 

The rabbis taught: It is a merit to put the 'Hanukah lamp on the outside door of the house; and he  

who lives in an attic puts it in a window that opens into the street. In time of danger, however, 2 

it is sufficient if the lights are on the table. Said Rabha: In the latter case another light is required  

to work by; but if there is a hearth-fire in the house, it is not necessary. However, if the man is  

of high standing (and not in the habit of working by the hearth-light) he must have another lamp. 

What is 'Hanukah? The rabbis taught: "On the twenty-fifth day of Kislev 'Hanukah commences  

and lasts eight days, on which lamenting (in commemoration of the dead) and fasting are  
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prohibited. When the Hellenists entered the sanctuary, they defiled all the oil that was found  

there. When the government of the House of Asmoneans prevailed and conquered them, oil was  

sought (to feed the holy lamp in the sanctuary) and only one vial was found with the seal of the  

high priest intact. The vial contained sufficient oil for one day only, but a miracle occurred, and  

it fed the holy lamp eight days in succession. These eight days were the following year  

established as days of good cheer, on which psalms of praise and acknowledgment (of God's  

wonders) were to be recited. 

R. Kahana said: R. Nathan b. Manyomi in the name of R. Tanhum lectured: "A 'Hanukah lamp  

becomes disqualified if it is put higher than twenty ells (from the ground), just like a Sukkah  

(booth) and like the side beam of an alley." 

Rabba said: The merit of the 'Hanukah lamp is that it be put within a span of the house door.  

And on which side? R. A'ha b. Rabha said to the right, R. Samuel of Diphti said to 
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the left (of the entrance). And the Halakha prevails that it should be placed to the left of the  

entrance, so that the 'Hanukah light be on one side and the Mezuzah 1 on the other side of the  

door. 

R. Jehudah in the name of R. Assi said: It is not allowed to count money by the 'Hanukah light.  

When this was cited before Samuel, he said: "Is there any holiness in the light?" R. Joseph  

retorted: Is there any holiness in the blood of an animal? and yet have we not learned in a  

Boraitha: It is written: "Then shall pour out the blood . . . and cover it" . . . [Lev. xvii. 13]. From  

this we infer that he must cover it with the same hand it was shed with, but not with his foot, in  

order that the fulfilment of the commandment should not be treated with lack of reverence. In  

our case, too, the light must not be used for anything, in order that the compliance with an  

ordinance should not evince a lack of reverence.R. Joshua b. Levi was questioned: May the fruits, hung  

up in the Sukkah for ornamentation, be used during the seven days of the feast? He answered: Even to the  

'Hanukah light a law was passed prohibiting the counting of money. Said R. Joseph: "Lord of Abraham!"  

Here he connected a law that was enacted (by the ancient masters) with one that was not discussed by  

them. The law concerning the Sukkah was biblical, that concerning 'Hanukah was not biblical  

but rabbinical. Therefore said R. Joseph: The precedent of all these cases is the law concerning  

the blood (which was cited above). 
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It was taught: Rabh said,: It is not allowed to light one 'Hanukah light with the other; Samuel  

permits this. Rabh prohibited Tzitzith (show-threads) to be taken out of one garment and put  

into another; Samuel permits also this. He also said that the Halakha does not prevail in  

accordance with R. Simeon regarding dragging across the floor (which will be explained farther  

on); and Samuel maintains it does. 2 

Said Abayi: "My master followed the decisions of Rabh in all questions except the three  

mentioned above, which he decided according to Samuel." 
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One of the rabbis in the presence of R. Ada b. Ahba said: 

Rabh's reason for prohibiting these acts was to prevent irreverence in the compliance with the 

law." Said R. Ada to the scholars present: "Hear him not; Rabh's reason was to prevent  

stinginess in the fulfilment of laws." And what is the difference between the two? It is in the  

lighting of one 'Hanukah lamp with another. He who says that irreverence was the reason cannot  

prohibit this; but he who holds stinginess to be the reason, prohibits even this rightfully. 

How is this question to be decided? Said R. Huna b. R. Joshua: "Let us sec whether the act of  

lighting the lamp constitutes merit, or whether it is the act of putting it in its proper place"; this  

question having been already propounded by the schoolmen (the answer, when given, will serve  

for the above also). 

Come then and hear the following: R. Joshua b. Levi says: "A lantern (that was lit for 'Hanukah  

on Friday night) and kept burning the whole following day must, at the close of the Sabbath, be  

extinguished and then relighted." Now if we say that the lighting constitutes compliance with  

the commandment, this teaching is correct; but if we say that the placing of the lamp in its  

proper place constitutes the merit, it should be said: "It should be extinguished, raised up, put in  

its proper place, and then lit." And also, since we pronounce the benediction, "Blessed art Thou,  

etc., who hast commanded us to light the 'Hanukah lamp," it becomes clearly apparent the  

lighting constitutes compliance. And so it is. Now that we come to the conclusion that the act of  

lighting constitutes the merit, it is understood that if this was done by a deaf-mute, an idiot, or a  

minor, the act is not valid; a woman, however, may surely light it, as R. Joshua b. Levi said:  

"Women are in duty bound to light the 'Hanukah lamp, for they were included in miracle." 

R. Shesheth said: A guest (at a stranger's house) is obliged to light the 'Hanukah lamp. Said R.  
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Zera: When I was studying at the school of Rabh, I contributed my share towards maintaining  

and lighting the lamp with mine host. Since I am married, I say, I surely need not light it now, for it is lit  

for me at my house. 

R. Joshua b. Levi said: "All fats are good for the 'Hanukah lamp, but olive oil is the best." Abayi  

said: "My master always sought for poppy-seed oil, because, said he, it burns slowly (and 
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the light lasts longer), but when he heard the saying of R. Joshua b.. Levi, he sought for olive  

oil, for that gives a clearer light." 

Hyya b. Ashi in the name of Rabh said: He who lights the 'Hanukah lamp must pronounce a  

benediction. R. Jeremiah said: He who perceives it must pronounce a benediction. R. Jehudah  

said: He who perceives a 'Hanukah lamp on the first day must pronounce two benedictions, and  

the one that lights it on the first day, three; 1 after the first day, the one that lights it must  

pronounce two benedictions and the one that perceives it one. 

What benediction would he omit? The benediction of time. But why not omit the benediction of  

the miracle? Because the miracle was continued every day (of the eight). And what is the  

(special) benediction? "Blessed be, etc., who hallowed us with His commands and ordained that  

we shall light the 'Hanukah lamp." But where did He ordain this? Said R. Avya: (This command  

is included in) "Thou shalt not depart," etc. [Deut. xvii. 11]. R. Nehemiah, however, from the  

following said: "Ask thy father and he will tell thee; thine elders, and they will inform  

thee" [ibid. xxxii. 7]. 

R. Huna said: A house that has two doors must have two lamps. Said Rabha: This is only in case  

when the two doors are in two different sides of the house; but if they both open on the same  

side it is not necessary. Why so? Because the townsmen may pass by the side which has no lamp  

and suspect the owner of the house of not having lit any at all. And where is it taken from that  

one must endeavor to avoid suspicion? From a Tosephtha in Peah, Chap. L, which states plainly  

that every one must do so. 

R. Isaac b. Rediphah in the name of R. Huna said: "A lamp with two mouths (so that two wicks  

can be lit in it) is sufficient for two men." 

Rabha said: If one has filled a dish with oil, put wicks all around the brim, and covered it with a  

vessel (so that each wick yields a separate flame), it is sufficient for many persons; but if he has  
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not covered it, he makes it appear as one flame of fire, and it is not valid, even for one person. 

The same said again: If one (possessing only means enough 
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to light one lamp) must choose between using this light for a house-light 1 (on Friday night) or a  

'Hanukah light, he should use it for a house-light in order to preserve his domestic peace. If,  

again, his choice must be between (purchasing) the house-light and (the wine necessary for the  

celebration) of the holiness of Sabbath, the house-light is to be preferred and for the same  

reason; however, it is doubtful to me what must be chosen between the 'Hanukah light and the goblet for  

qiddush. When one cannot afford both, which must he prefer?" "Is the latter to be preferred because it is  

of regular occurrence. 2 or is the 'Hanukah light preferable, in order to proclaim the miracle (which it  

commemorates)?" After deliberating he decided himself that the proclaiming of the miracle has the  

preference. 

R. Huna said: he who makes a practice of lighting many lamps (which the law requires for  

festive occasions) will be rewarded with scholarly sons. He who is particular about his Mezuzah  

will be blessed with a fine dwelling. He who is particular about his show-threads (Tzitziths) will  

be blessed with fine garments. He who is particular to pronounce the benediction of Sabbath  

over a goblet of wine shall live to have his cellar well stocked. 

R. Huna was wont to pass by the house of R. Abbin, the carpenter. He noticed that the latter lit a  

great many lamps on the Sabbath night. Said he: "Two great men will come forth from this  

house." And they were R. Jidi and R. Hyya b. Abhin. 

R. Hisda was wont to pass by the house of the master (father or father-in-law) of R. Shezbi; he  

noticed many lights every Sabbath. Said he: "A great man will come forth from this house."  

This great man was R. Shezbi. 

The wife of R. Joseph was accustomed to light her (Sabbath) lamp late. Said he unto her: There  

is a Boraitha: It is written: "The pillar of cloud did not depart by day nor the 
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pillar of fire by night" [Ex. xiii. 22]. From this we infer that the two pillars always closely  

followed each other. She then wanted to light up too early. Said a certain old man to her: "There  

is another Boraitha, however, that (whatever is to be done) should be done neither too early nor  

too late." 
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Rabha. said: "He who loves scholars, will have sons that are scholars; he who respects them,  

will have scholarly sons-in-law; he who fears scholars, will become a scholar himself, and if he  

is not fit for this, his words will be respected like those of an ordained scholar." 

"Oil of rejected heave-offering," etc. What is that? Said Rabba: It means oil of heave-offering  

which became defiled. It is called oil for burning, because it must be destroyed in fire, and the  

Mishna speaks here of a Friday that happens to fall on a feast day, and the prohibition to light  

(the Sabbath lamp) with it is because consecrated things that have been defiled must not be  

burned on a feast day. Said R. Hanina of Sora: "This should be corrected in our Mishna: Why  

shall one not make a light with the defiled oil? Because defiled things must not be burned on a  

feast day. And so also we have learned in a Boraitha: All material which must not be used for  

lighting, on the Sabbath, may be lit on a feast day, save the oil for burning." 

The schoolmen propounded a question: Should the 'Hanukah incident be mentioned in the  

benediction after meals? Shall we assume that because it is rabbinical it is unnecessary? or, for  

the sake of the proclamation of the miracle, it should? Said Rabba in the name of R. S'haura,  

quoting R. Huna: "It is not necessary; however, if one wishes to do it, he should incorporate it in  

the thanksgiving part."R. Hunah b. Jehudah visited the house of Rabha. He was about to mention it in (the 

prayer part  

under the heading of) "the One who builds up Jerusalem." Said R. Shesheth: Nay; it should be  

mentioned in the thanksgiving part of the benediction after the meal, as it is mentioned in the  

same part in the prayer of the eighteen benedictions. 1 

The schoolmen propounded a question: Should the New-Moon day be mentioned in the  

benediction after meals? Shall we assume that the New-Moon day is more important than  

Hanukah because its observation is enjoined in the Scriptures, 
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or need it not be mentioned because manual labor is not prohibited on that day? Rabh maintains  

it may; R. Hanina maintains it may not. Said R. Zerika: "Hold to Rabh's opinion, for R. Oshia  

holds to the same; as R. Oshia taught: On the days on which additional sacrifices (Musaph) are  

offered in the sanctuary, like New-Moon days and the middle days of a feast, one must at  

evening, morning, and afternoon services recite the regular eighteen benedictions and insert in  

the thanksgiving part of the day's service a passage referring to the subject of the day. And if he  
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has failed to do so, he should be made to repeat them; however, no benediction over a goblet of  

wine, though a remembrance of their significance must be made in the prayer after meals. On  

days requiring no additional sacrifice, like the first Monday, Thursday and Monday (after a  

biblical feast), fast days, and the days (devoted to prayer by) commoners, 1 one must recite the  

eighteen benedictions at evening, morning, and afternoon services, and insert a paragraph  

referring to the subject of the day in the prayer division; and if he forgot the latter he need not  

repeat them, nor any remembrance of them in the benediction after meals. The Halakha,  

however, does not prevail with all that was said above. It remains as decreed by R. Joshua b.  

Levi: If the Day of Atonement happens to fall on a Sabbath day, mention of the Sabbath must be  

made even in the Neilah prayer (the last of the four different prayers of the Day of Atonement).  

Why so? Because the Sabbath and the Day of Atonement are now one, and four prayers are  

indispensable to the services of the day. 

MISHNA II.: The lamp used on a (biblical) feast-night shall not be fed with oil of rejected  

heave-offerings. R. Ishmael said: The Sabbath lamp shall not be fed with tar, out of honor for  

the Sabbath. The sages, however, allow all fatty substances for this purpose: poppy-seed oil, nut  

oil, fish oil, radish oil, wild-gourd oil, tar, and naphtha. R. Tarphin said: It shall be lighted with  

nothing but olive oil. 

GEMARA: "R. Ishmael said, "etc. Why so? Said Rabha: Because it emits a bad odor (and the  

Tana prohibits it) as a precaution, 
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lest one light it and leave the house. Said Abayi: Let him go (what harm is there in that?).  

Rejoined Rabha: Because I hold that the Sabbath light is a duty, as R. Na'hman b. R. Zabda or b.  

Rabha said in the name of Rabh. The (enjoyment of) Sabbath light is an obligation. The washing  

of hands and feet in warm water toward evening (on Friday) is optional. And I say it is a  

meritorious act. Why so? Because R. Jehudah said in the name of Rabh: "It was the custom of  

R. Jehudah bar Ilayi to bathe his face, hands, and feet in warm water, that was brought to him in  

a trough every Friday toward evening; after that he wrapped himself in a pallium with Tzitzith (show- 

threads) and thus assumed an angelic appearance."It is written: "My soul was deprived of peace" [Lam.  

iii. 17]. What does this mean? Said R. Abuhu: It means (being deprived of the pleasure of) lighting the  

Sabbath lamp. "I forgot the good." [ibid.]. What does this mean? Said R. Jeremiah: This refers to (the  
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deprivation of) a bath.  

R. Johanan, however, said: It refers to the washing of hands and feet with warm water. R. Isaac  

of Naph'ha said: It refers to a good bed and comfortable bedding. R. Aba said: It refers to an  

arranged bed and an elegantly robed wife for scholarly men. 

The rabbis taught: "Who may consider himself rich?" One who enjoys his riches, is the opinion  

of R. Meir. R. Tarphon says: He who has a hundred fields, a hundred vineyards, and a hundred  

slaves at work in them. R. Aqiba said: He who has a wife adorned with good virtues. R. Jose  

said: He who has a place for man's necessity in his house. 1 

We have learned in a Boraitha: R. Simeon b. Elazar said: "The Sabbath lamp shall not be fed  

with aromatic balsam." Why so? Rabba said: Because it yields a fine fragrance, it was feared  

lest one use it (taking it out while the lamp is burning). Said Abayi to him: "Why does not the  

master say because it is volatile?" Aye, he means this and the other also; the balsam is  

prohibited because it is volatile, and also for fear lest it be used. 

There was a mother-in-law who hated her son's wife, and told her to perfume herself with  

aromatic oil. When the daughter-in-law had done this, she ordered her to go and light the candle.  

While complying with this order, she caught fire and was burned. 

The rabbis taught: A lamp shall not be fed with defiled. 
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